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"When the song of the angels is stilled,
when the star in the sky is gone,
when the kings and princes are home,
when the shepherds are back with the flocks,
then the work of Christmas begins:
to find the lost,
to heal those broken in spirit,
to feed the hungry,
to release the oppressed,
to rebuild the nations,
to bring peace among all peoples,
to make a little music with the heart…
And to radiate the Light of God,
every day, in every way, in all that we do and in all that we say.
Then the work of Christmas begins."
Howard Thurman
I cannot remember where I got this piece from, so if someone sent it to me,
please forgive me for forgetting.
Whatever our belief system, we need special times and spaces in which to reflect, re-evaluate our inner journey and renew or instigate our commitments to
action. Christmas provides one such opportunity; even amidst the festivities and,
often if children are involved, chaotic jollities, we can find a moment to go
within and take stock of where we are and where we are heading.
As a chapel community, we are heading towards a year of looking back at a
past history of 300 years, celebrating all that has been achieved in that time and
looking forward to our plans for the future. Integral to the latter must be an
awareness of the current state of humanity, ever increasingly subject to and
subsumed by technology. As Mandy showed us recently, with her Lost Words
service, our children are losing touch with the natural world (because, by and
large, their world is one of technology and gadgets) and thus, inevitably, part of
their soul, their spirit is not being nurtured. Soon they will be lost in the AI distraction long-planned and fast developing. How can we, as a community, address this? None are more lost than those who are yet unaware that the way
leads further into the maze of illusion. They need a light to lead them home.
We, as a chapel community, must be a light. Indeed, it is imperative that we
shine as brightly as we can to show our fellow travellers understanding,
compassion, freedom of belief, wisdom, inclusion and, to use an old-fashioned
word, mercy.
On that note, I will hand over to Brother Sean, to give us a vision with which
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to end one year and start another:
A Vision for Mercy
As a member of the Tau Community of Interfaith Franciscans, we envision a
world where mercy has resurfaced in the collective awareness; where all fighting
has stopped, all arguments resolved, all violence turned to creativity, and all
vehemence transformed into love. We see a world where soldiering is unneeded
because no one wants to harm anyone else; where we've all realised that it is
far better to help than to harm, to uplift than undo, to bless than to badger,
beat, or bomb others into submission. Our Franciscan Celtic spirituality empowers our heart to see a world where all guns are holstered, all knives and swords
sheathed, all weapons destroyed, dismantled, and reformed into tools for the
betterment of our lives. As a result, we see peace everywhere, and humanity, as
a whole, breathing a collective sigh of relief because every person who walks
this planet has stopped what they were doing long enough to put themselves in
the shoes of the other; where every person knows, beyond any doubt, that we
all need each other, that we are all connected to one another, and that to bring
harm to another only brings harm to oneself. And we envision our hearts open
and our minds unfettered and creative now that our bodies are safe because we
have learned to give mercy in all situations; to let others go free so that they
can live out their entire lives without our interference or imposition.
The Tau Community is an open faith community celebrating diverse beliefs. We
originate from the Liberal Catholic Christian faith tradition , but now include people of other faiths as well as spiritual seekers.

(Rev) Brother Sean TCOSF
Pastoral ambassador for the Tau Franciscan Community of Interfaith Franciscans

Common Sense said: “Let him suffer, firmly let the black ox tread.”
Grace said: “If he comes I’ll give him welcome, yes, and board and bed.”
Long stood Kindness in the doorway, hoping he might chance to pass.
Love went after him, to the world’s end, barefoot over broken glass.
So, as we start our new journey into 2020 as a chapel community, how far are
we prepared to go to help those lost and broken in spirit? How far will we shine
the light of compassion and care? To the world’s end? Or just to our entrance
gates? Let us take steps to make our next 300 years magnificent in their reach
and depth and vision.
Fran
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KUMEN Report for November.
We have commenced the new programme of winter talks following on from
last year’s successful events. I was a little disturbed to find that the Schoolroom was already booked for the first two of the six talks but with speakers
already booked we had to plough on by holding the events in the Chapel.
This turned out to work reasonably well but with one BIG problem. There are, unsurprisingly, no curtains in the Chapel and it was, additionally, a very bright sunny afternoon. So
the slides were not as clear as they should have been. However, we had over a dozen in
the audience, who all said they enjoyed the talk, but with more publicity we must surely
get more.
The speaker was Michael Carrier, a Cumbria Wildlife Trust member,
whose subject was Birds of the Eden Valley. Michael lives in the Eden
valley at Armathwaite, near Carlisle; a small village with its station still in
use on the Settle to Carlisle railway.
He has been studying birds of all types for a great number of years. His
talk was notable for the fact that it dealt solely with local breeds with which
we were all familiar and could mostly easily recognise. We dealt with the tiny goldcrest,
(the UK’s smallest bird); we looked at pigeons, owls, magpies, kestrels, jays, cuckoos,
starlings and many, many more. (See inside front cover. Fran)
Michael had a great deal of knowledge on the subject, all of which was delivered in a
very easy-going way. This was a good start to our new season of talks and the next one,
on the 11th December, is to be The Lost Words Garden and the Eycott Hill Nature Reserve Project, given by Kate Jackson, from the Cumbria Wildlife Trust. This was the subject dealt with recently by Rev Mandy a few Sundays ago. We hope to see you then, but
remember, it will be held in the Chapel.
DC
Open Space. 4 November.
After another good gathering yesterday with nine of us. We discussed:
Often, slowing down leads to speeding up.
The importance of listening.
In some other countries, more respect is given to pedestrians and walkers, by car drivers.
How to listen to people whose views differ from our own.
The news about the moratorium on fracking.
A new political system - will it happen?
Smiling at people makes a big difference.
Extinction Rebellion and other leaderless groups.
Asking for help.
How to make changes and downsize.
Armistice Day and how we feel about it.
'Forethought' on young people, on Radio 4.
Wilding by Isabella Tree.
Public crying - do it!
Rosie
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Double Delight
Buddhist Group of Kendal (Theravada) and Keswick Buddhist Group (Theravada) were
doubly delighted to be visited by two Sri Lankan Buddhist monks: Venerable Mahalova
Ariyadhamma (who lives in a forest in Sri Lanka) and Venerable Mawarale Santindriya on
his first visit to England and to the Lake District. Having monks who live in rural Sri
Lanka visit our groups is a rare and precious opportunity which we value.
http://buddhistgroupofkendal.co.uk/
20th Anniversary. Venerable Pidiville Piyatissa Teaching BGKT Buddhist Group of
Kendal (Theravada) and Keswick Buddhist Group. Venerable Pidiville Piyatissa (born
in Sri Lanka), Head of Ketumati Buddhist Vihara Manchester, celebrated his 20 years of
teaching by leading a retreat for the two groups on Sunday 29th September at Kendal Fire
Station. It is believed he is only the third Buddhist Fire Chaplain in the world. (As far as
we are aware, he led the first retreat led by a Buddhist monk to take place in an operational fire station in the UK, at Kendal Fire Station in September 2011.) The mayor of
Kendal, Councillor Alvin Finch, invited him and the two groups to the Mayor’s Parlour in
Kendal Town Hall on Monday 30th September. The mayor offered the monk a dana lunch
on behalf of the people of Kendal. Another guest of the mayor was the mayor of Dalton,
Councillor Nick Perie. Venerable Piyatissa presented the mayor with a copy of his book
An Exposition of Buddhism. The mayor presented Venerable Piyatissa with a copy of
Religion, Belief and Culture in our Community; Cumbrian Supplement (2nd edition)
https://www.cumbria.gov.uk/elibrary/Content/Internet/535/612/43503101029.pdf
8-Day Interfaith Week 10 –17 November.
The Inter Faith Network of the UK acknowledged Kendal as the smallest town to hold an
8-day Inter Faith Week programme in the 8-day Inter Faith Week 2017. Kendal was included in the national report Inter Faith Week: Stories from 2017, Inspiration for 2018, on
pages 6,7,16 and 24. Some of the 2019 week’s events were:
Remembrance Day Service at Unitarian Chapel.
Rumi’s Circle event screening of the award-winning film, The Sultan and the Saint.
Screening of Journey into the Unknown at the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, Kendal
Meeting at a Kendal school with SLIF (South Lakeland Interfaith Forum).
Interfaith Week celebration led by 90-year-old retired Roman Catholic Priest Monsignor
Francis Slattery.
SLEDP (South Lakeland Equality and Diversity Partnership )presented talks on interfaith
by Mr Hassan Burrows, Rev Rob Crompton and Father Hugh Pollock.
SLIF event: Stewardship: Prayers for the Planet meditation, interfaith prayers, poetry,
and music.
Lancaster and Cumbria Liberal Jewish Community event: Welcome the Jewish Sabbath
Open Day at Christian Science Reading Room, Kendal.
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Inter Faith Service, Unitarian Chapel and SLIF.
BGKT Buddhist Group of Kendal (Theravada) Open Meeting in Inter Faith Week.
https://www.interfaithweek.org/uploads/Inter_Faith_Week_2017_report21.pdf
https://www.interfaith.org.uk/news/press-release-inter-faith-week-2017-an-inspiringsuccess
Above three reports submitted by Jacquetta Gomes
.

Oneness vs The 1%: Shattering Illusions, Seeding Freedom
by Dr. Vandana Shiva
Paperback
ISBN-10: 1780265131
Publisher: New Internationalist Publications Ltd
Widespread poverty and malnutrition, an alarming refugee crisis,
social unrest, economic polarisation have become our lived reality
as the top 1% of the world's seven-billion-plus population pushes
the planet and all its people to the social and ecological brink. In
Oneness vs. the 1%, Vandana Shiva takes on the Billionaires Club of Gates, Buffett,
Zuckerberg and other modern Mughals, whose blindness to the rights of people, and to
the destructive impact of their construct of linear progress, have wrought havoc across
the world. Their single-minded pursuit of profit has undemocratically enforced uniformity
and monoculture, division and separation, monopolies and external control over finance,
food, energy, information, healthcare, and even relationships. Basing her analysis on
explosive little-known facts, Shiva exposes the 1%'s model of philanthrocapitalism, which
is about deploying unaccountable money to bypass democratic structures, derail diversity, and impose totalitarianism, so that people can reclaim their right to live free, think
free, breathe free and eat free.
Amazon synopsis.
Recommended by John P.
To hear Dr Vandana Shiva speaking about these matters on YouTube, key in: Dr Vandana Shiva at the United Nations Office at Geneva, and: Dr Vandana Shiva - Solutions to
the food and ecological crisis facing us today.
It seems to me that as people of God our task, as well as our essential nourishment, and
our joy, is to help generate authentic hope and to make hope manifest to the world in its
trauma. In the community where I worship (St James’s Church Piccadilly), we sometimes
say that ‘Hope imagines its future and then acts as if that future is irresistible’.

Deborah Colvin. Living Spirituality Autumn/Winter 2019 Newsletter.
St James’s Church Piccadilly
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Every Sunday at Chapel. Meditation. 10:15 -10:45 am.
Join us for meditation in the small meeting room behind the kitchen. Sometimes
we play soft music throughout and other times we meditate in silence – the
group decides at the start of each session. You are all very welcome to enjoy a
peaceful start to the day.
Debbie Mayes
Monthly Service for Unity and Global Peace. 2:00 pm. Chapel Gap, Storth
Road, Storth, LA7 7JL. Organised by the Tau Community of St. Francis, this is an
Interfaith service on the first Sunday of every month at the Monastery, where
members of the Tau Family join local people in a service for global unity and
peace. All warmly welcome. The service lasts about an hour. More details from
Rob Crompton, 01524 762292 – or just turn up.
NB. If any of the Unitarian chapel members would like to come and join us after
your chapel service and partake of homemade soup and bread from the monks’
kitchen, say 12:30-1:00 pm before the service starts here, then they are indeed
most welcome, but, if they could email me at: brothersean@btinternet.com before the Sunday to confirm so we don’t run out of soup/s.
Br Sean
MORNING PRAYERS via Lifestream and Facebook.
As an alternative to using the Daily Prayer Channel on Lifestream, why not come
and join me for Morning Prayers (08:00 am) and Evening Vespers (05:00 pm
GMT) live every morning and evening on our Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/celticfranciscanmonk. Morning and evening prayers, where
we are called by Holy Father Mother God to raise the Earth’s vibration ~ One
Collective Consciousness ♥
Brother Sean
Saturday 7 December. Imagine Senegal Charity Coffee Morning.
Unit 31, The Factory, Aynam Road, Kendal. (I have not been able to ascertain time. Fran)
Open Space. Monday 9 December. 10:00am-12.30pm.
Small Meeting Room. All welcome.

Rosie.

Kendal Unitarian Chapel Men’s Group (Kumen). Autumn/Winter Programme 2019/20. Cumbria - Its People, Flora and Fauna.
A second series of monthly illustrated talks at the Unitarian Chapel, Branthwaite
Brow, Kendal. All talks will commence at 2:00 pm. All welcome.
Wednesday 11 December. Creating the Lost Words Garden at Gosling Sike
by Kate Jackson, Cumbria Wildlife Trust.
DC
Wednesday 18 December. 11.15am . Singing Group.
Meet at Manna House to sing carols.
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Satanic Influence in the 21st. Century
We are now living in the 21st. Century, so it probably seems at best quaint, or otherwise
outmoded, to refer to the influence of Satan in the modern world; but perhaps we need to
revise our conceptualisation of Satan away from the cartoon character representations of
yore.
In the Noble Qur'an, Allah describes Satan as our avowed enemy whose purpose is to
take us away from belief in our Creator. Allah also tells us about the nature of how Satan
works, being one of stealth, deception and seduction, in the pursuit of his mission. By his
whisperings he suggests things that we would normally reject as leading us away from
faith, and makes them appear acceptable, so that we are drawn in to the net of entrapment.
Most of the woes that we encounter in life have their origins in human activity which has
resulted as a consequence of failing to take on the guidance from Allah, or an outright
rejection of it. Furthermore, there are people in positions of policy-making who actively
engage in constructing systems that are punitive, even to the disabled, under the guise of
saving money in the austerity plan.
We have to question as from where this disposition is coming. It certainly is not from our
Creator who councils that we should be caring towards all in society, especially those
who are not as fortunate as ourselves. Indeed, when we are given wealth it is but as a
test to see how we will use it.
There will be those who rush forth and say that religion has no place in politics. Islam
rejects that notion, and we should remember that Jesus (peace be upon him) did not fight
shy of calling out the religious hypocrites of the time, and the money changers in the
Temple for what they were.
Again, there will be those who point to religion as being a force, not for good but a promoter of strife. That is because we conflate what passes for religion with the actual
teachings of our Creator. In that context there is much work for us to undertake, and we
are now faced with the very real challenge that our activities may be bringing about a
serious threat to our survival on this planet.
In the Noble Qur'an, Allah tells us that He has placed us here in this world as a Khalifa a vicegerent or custodian of what He has given and provided for us. We are stewards of
this resource, and in that context we have to act in ways that conserve this wondrous
integrated system in order to be able to pass on the benefits to future generations.
We have to work in consort. To move away from the mind-set which puts the interests of
one group over another. The way forward is to pose the question as to what will bring us
closer to the way that Allah wishes, and whatever it is, will that action which we are about
to perform achieve that objective.
Hassan Burrows
One to Watch: Christian minister talking about the control matrix.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOfUUWjJJnY
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From the Office
One day, on my way to the office, I walked through a shower of golden snowflakes as the leaves fell thickly all around me from the tall lime trees along Waterside. There was snow on Skiddaw several weeks ago and more recently on
the high rugged fells around the head of Kentmere. Autumn is here and winter
well on its way, with rowky days and flowe winds, or roofs white with frost and
the grass crispy underfoot: time for hot-water bottles, duvets, roaring fires in
the stove, and steaming hot puddings.
A lot has happened in and around the Chapel. The Vestry has been painted
and given a new carpet. The wooden panels, once stripped, were found not to
be of good solid oak as had been thought, and their supposed graining was only
superficial paintwork but perhaps more needs to be done there. Hassan has
continued to test all the electrical equipment. Most of it is all right, but the microwave oven failed and had to be replaced, much, I hear, to everyone’s delight
as the new one has real words on it in English and not unintelligible international symbols. There has been the usual office work, as well as playing the piano for the U3A songsters one morning, typing out songs for our own singing
group’s event at Blackhall Croft, and going to purchase £300-worth of Morrison’s
vouchers for the Winter Shelter for the homeless run by Manna House. One evening someone phoned to say that water was pouring into the Chapel yard;
Bamba went immediately to check but by the time he arrived it had ceased to
flow.
Even at this season of the year there have been visitors, including a couple
looking for a wedding venue. We also entertained a group from the local Labour
Party, who were interested in the history of the Chapel and its people, which I
related to them with help from Griff. It was perhaps surprising that most of
them had not heard either of Rev H.V. Mills or of Evelyn Baker-Short. Sally and
Annette prepared a light afternoon tea for them and they thoroughly enjoyed
their visit. People always do. I hope everyone will find time to brush up on the
Chapel’s history before our 300th Anniversary celebrations; we have a lot to
celebrate. I spent a day in Edinburgh recently and went to see an exhibition at
the National Library entitled Northern Lights: the Scottish Enlightenment. It told
the story of the great liberal thinkers of the 18th century: David Hume, Adam
Smith, James Hutton, Robert Burns and many more - who championed intellectual freedom; and reading the captions I was struck by the similarity to what we
know of Caleb Rotheram the Elder and the other early luminaries of our Chapel.
Indeed, it is likely that Caleb Rotheram was influenced by that movement, both
directly through his contact with Edinburgh University, where he gained his MA
and his DD, and indirectly through his teacher at Whitehaven Academy, Thomas
Dixon, who was also an Edinburgh graduate.
On 25 October, Arnside Ladies’ Choir, conducted by Terry Fleming, gave us
their Showstoppers in the Chapel. It was a super performance, much appreciated by the rather small but enthusiastic audience, with songs from musicals
10

and films, songs to identify, and Terry himself entertaining us on the piano to a
musical story and a selection from The Student Prince. And who has ever heard
of a musical called The Fantastics, or knew that it is the longest-running musical
not only on Broadway but in the whole world? The only song that everyone
knows from it is Remember and this was beautifully sung to guitar accompaniment by the choir’s pianist, Lynn Temple. The concert raised over £300 towards
the restoration of the entrance gates, and this morning (20th November) I had a
phone call to tell me that the gates have gone to be powder coated.
There will be a Christmas concert in the Chapel on Saturday 21st December,
given by the Kendal Revellers. There will be wonderful old carols you may never
have heard before, stories, recitations in our dialect, and even dance, for carols
were originally for dancing. It promises to be great fun and very entertaining.
Every day brings something new. One year eggs are bad for you; the next
year you may eat as many as you want. Today you should eat margarine and
avoid butter; tomorrow eat butter and throw your margarine away. I have heard
that the latest thinking reverses previous ideas about rivers. It was said that
they emit big quantities of CO2. Now we are told that the milky, silt-laden rivers
flowing from glaciers in Alaska absorb as much CO 2 as 40 times the same area
of rainforest. So how does one ever make up one’s mind about anything?
Whose research does one trust? It is tempting to give up trying or just to jump
on the latest bandwagon. All one can do is to listen and be open to ideas from
all sides and thread one’s way through the tangled web of information and misinformation; and always be prepared to change one’s mind.
For things go round and round. Friday 8th November marked 200 years since
my great great grandparents were married in Kendal Parish Church in 1819. And
now I live right opposite the door through which they must have emerged after
the ceremony. I opened up the Church that Friday morning and perhaps I almost half expected to see them standing there waiting. Well, no, not really; but
I walked around in the early light with the new-risen sun casting window colours
on the walls and I thought of all that has changed since then, and all that has
not changed at all; and I lit two candles in their memory.

John Campbell

One to Watch: A Unified Harmonic Matrix: Quantum Geometry & the Physics of
Consciousness. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fE_gJ2OHw10
Journey to the heart of spacetime itself, and discover the quantum geometry of the fundamental lattice of energy which composes all things. Explore the microcosm, metacosm,
biocosm, and macrocosm, and discover the fractal holographic synergy between all layers of the Universe, and the ways each layer relates to our experiential awareness. Interweaving the work of Buckminster Fuller, Nassim Haramein, Max Planck, Albert Einstein,
and other great thinkers of our age. Gain a transcendent and unifying view of our ongoing dance of self-discovery. Explore the fundamentals of dimensionality from both physics and consciousness perspectives, and unfold the geometry of the pentagram, hexagram, and heptagram, and their relationship to the fundamental structures of spacetime.
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What Are We Waiting For?
1st December already!
It is the first Sunday in Advent and, very fittingly, we start the Christmas season
at Chapel with The Gift of Love, Helen’s theme for this year’s Gift Service. We
have lit our first Advent candle in the new Advent ring created by Sally and
brought gifts of money to benefit Send a Child to Hucklow. My service next
week has the title Watching and Waiting in Advent. But what is it that we are
waiting for? And are we actually waiting or are we already running around like
headless (dare I say it) turkeys?
So, what are we waiting for? Some have been eagerly awaiting the launch of
the Christmas adverts. The John Lewis one is always top of the interest list it
seems. Perhaps there is a countdown for that - only so many sleeps until …
Not all have been released yet. Do you have a favourite? Have you done an on
-line order to John Lewis for an Excitable Edgar, hoping that they won’t have
sold out already? In 2009, I was still living in London and, having been made
redundant from my job as a solicitor, I had managed to find a temporary Christmas job working in Harrods. I was employed to work in the Furniture Clearance
department but, one day, several of us were asked to help out in the Toy Department. There was a bit of an emergency to deal with. I found myself taking
telephone calls from disappointed and/or irate customers demanding to know
where their plush meerkat toy was. As I recall, they hadn’t arrived from the
manufacturer in time or at least not in sufficient quantity. How many families
let that ruin their Christmas? Is Kevin the Carrot from Aldi still with you from
last year or has he already found his way to the compost heap?
I don’t watch much TV these days, but over the years I have enjoyed some
Christmas adverts and been put off by, or angered by, others. All are trying to
capture the true essence of what it is that we are waiting for in Advent whilst
deliberately seeking to induce mild panic concerning all that we still have to do
if, that is, we didn’t start our Christmas preparations in the January sales.
I have yet to check any of those out on YouTube [which I will do out of interest, along with many others which looked interesting but there wasn’t room to
mention]. But who did get it right this year?
https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2019/11/2019-christmas-adverts-watchvideos-so-far/
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Tesco - Delivering Christmas
Homebase - Monster Fairy
John Lewis/Waitrose - Excitable Edgar
Sainsbury’s - Nicholas the Sweep
Argos - The Book of Dreams
Iceland - #Magicoffrozen
Asda - Let’s Make Christmas Extra Special
Aldi - Leafy Blinders [I need to catch up on those box sets!}
M&S have blown their advert budget this year with two: Go Jumper and This is
Not Just Food, which surely has become a parody of itself.
The last Sunday service in December is a Shared Worship one. Over Until Next
Year is the theme. It will be an opportunity for us to share what has been good
or difficult for us this year amidst all the election/Brexit chaos of 2019. It will
also be an opportunity to reflect more generally on what Christmas means to
us as we prepare to step over the threshold into 2020.
Happy Christmas everyone.
Rev Mandy

KENDAL UNITARIAN CHAPEL
Nurturing faith. Embracing life. Celebrating difference.
charity number 236829
https://kendalunitarians.com/
WELCOME to Kendal Unitarians
Unitarians are very different





We don't have a particular set of beliefs that we expect you to agree with. Everyone
who comes to the chapel is free to discover their own spiritual path.
We welcome people on any point of their spiritual journey: those who have been
seeking elsewhere or those whose journey has only just begun.
We believe everyone has the right to seek truth and meaning for themselves in mutual respect, and that reason and conscience are our best guides.
We celebrate the variety of spiritual and ethical viewpoints held by people in our
congregation. All are equally welcome and add to the richness of life in our
Chapel.

PHOTOS
There have been quite a few new people attending Chapel recently and not all of us
(myself included) have a good memory for names. If you cannot come nearly every Sunday then you are likely to miss even having introduced yourself for the first time to someone else who is in the same situation as you.
We are intending to redo the out of date ‘Who is Who?’ poster, which was in the Schoolroom for some time, so that members and attendees will know who
cont page 17..
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Poym: Ald Fadther Kûrsmas
Spring, summer an autumn war here an er gaën,
An winter, cald winter, ageàn hes com on;
T’poor robin’s at t’winda ta watch fer his crumms,
An mittens are laitit fer fing’ers an thumms.

were, and are gone
cold, again has come
window, crumbs
sought out, fingers, thumbs

Noo cheerful ald Kûrsmas is on us yance mair,
Wid his lang snaay beard an his thin silver hyar;
An a smile on his feàs, as mėrry as when
Oor forelders lang sen war nobbut young men.

now, old, once more
with snowy, hair
face, merry
Our ancestors long ago

He sez, as he hotches his shooders, sez he,
“Yer Yule logs git riddy, Ah’s cummen, ye see;
Yer misseltoe bunches on t’mid-ceilins hing,
Yer laurels an hollins wid red berries bring.

raises, shoulders
get ready, I am
your, hang
holly with

Ah’s cummen, Ah’s cummen, ald wives beàk yer pies; bake
Sum big yans, sum lile yans, sum ivvery size;
some, ones, small, every
Yer frinds ʼill be cummen expectin ta meet
friends
A reet hearty welcum ther cummin to greet.
right, their
Ye fwok wid girt rowth, noo bring oot yer gud cheer,
An doff off yer churlishness noo whan Ah’s here.
Gang oot an lait eldin and snig it wi’in,
Git a lòw on and bid aw yer nebbers cu’ in.

folk with great abundance, out, good
cast off your, when
go, look for fuel, drag, inside
blaze, invite, neighbours come

Put a smile on yer feàses, an banish yer cares,
Fergit aw yer scrattin, yer banks an yer shares!
Just think hoo ye’ve prospert sen Ah wėz here last,
An shew yersels gratefu’ fer aw blessins past.

faces
forget, struggling
how, since
yourselves, all

Ye’v hed gowpens o’luck, an joy i’fu’ weight,
While sum hev hed nowt bit a scrat an a feight.
Just oppen yer hearts an yer hands fer a while—
Ye hev’t in yer power at mak poverty smile;

you’ve had handfuls, in full
some, nothing but, toil, fight
open
have it, to make

An t’greitest o’blessins Ah bring i’my train
Is t’sympathy shewn tul poor misery an pain.
Help that misery ta lessen, an than, nivver fear,
Ye’ll hev what Ah wish ye—a Happy New Yeear.

greatest
to
then, never
you’ll have

John Campbell
Adapted from a poem by John Richardson of St John in the Vale.
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Poem: Kȗrsmas Trees
Ganny mine, aw t’udder barns
At Kûrsmas hes a tree,
Lit up at neet by cannel-leet;
Wilt’ git a tree fer me?
Yan wid a gowden star atop,
Lapt roond wid cullert chains,
Wid glisky siller baws o’glass,
An tinsel like blew rains.

grandma, all the other children
Christmas have
night, candle-light
wilt thou get, for
one with golden
wrapped round with coloured
glittering silver balls
blue

Nay, hunny-barn, Ah’s thinken
A tree, it canna be!
Marry, dusta nět knaa
Aw thor lile trees mun dee
At Yuletide? Bit left in t’Laa Wud
Thae wad graa sae streck an taw
Mappen leeve fer sixty ‘eear
Ěr mair. Thae wad an aw!

No, honey-child, I am thinking
cannot
‘By Mary’, dost thou not know
All those little trees must die
but, the Low Wood
they would grow so straight and tall
perhaps live, years
or more, they would really

Bonnier ner ony tinsel breet
Is t’siller meun sin throo
T’tree tops, an t’cullert baws
can’t hod a leet
Tul t’sun-jewels strung on t’dew.
Sista! Ah s’tak thee, Kûrsmas E’en
Tul t’wuds, whar thoo can larn
At real stars hings on ivvery brog
Like crystals, hunny-barn.

Prettier than any, bright
moon seen
coloured balls
compare
to
Look! I shall take, Eve
to the woods, where, learn
that, hang, every bough

John Campbell.
Adapted from poems by Dorothy Una Ratcliffe, who lived at Acorn Bank in
Temple Sowerby. She wrote it in a Yorkshire dialect; I have translated it into
Cumbrian speech.
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And Death Shall Have No Dominion.

And death shall have no dominion.
Dead man naked they shall be one
With the man in the wind and the west
moon;
When their bones are picked clean and the
clean bones gone,
They shall have stars at elbow and foot;
Though they go mad they shall be sane,
Though they sink through the sea they shall
rise again;
Though lovers be lost love shall not;
And death shall have no dominion.
And death shall have no dominion.
Under the windings of the sea
They lying long shall not die windily;
Twisting on racks when sinews give way,
Strapped to a wheel, yet they shall not
break;

Faith in their hands shall snap in two,
And the unicorn evils run them through;
Split all ends up they shan't crack;
And death shall have no dominion.
And death shall have no dominion.
No more may gulls cry at their ears
Or waves break loud on the seashores;
Where blew a flower may a flower no more
Lift its head to the blows of the rain;
Though they be mad and dead as nails,
Heads of the characters hammer through
daisies;
Break in the sun till the sun breaks down,
And death shall have no dominion.

Dylan Thomas

Walking Eagle
Senator Elizabeth Warren recently addressed a gathering of
the Native American Presidential Forum in Sioux City, Iowa.
She opened with an apology for her false claim to tribal heritage and then spoke for almost an hour about her plans for
increasing the standard of living for all of their citizens by totally free government grants for free college educations, free Medicare for all,
etc. Although Warren was vague about the details for the funding of her plans,
she spoke eloquently about her ideas if she wins the White House in 2020.
At the conclusion of her speech, the chiefs presented her with a beautiful
plaque inscribed with her new Indian name, "Walking Eagle”.
The proud Warren accepted the plaque and then returned to Washington.
A news reporter asked the chiefs how they came to select the new name they
had given to Warren. They explained that "Walking Eagle" is the name given to
a bird so full of sh*t it can no longer fly.
Fran
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Drumming Group
On Saturday 23rd November, 16 people from Chapel enjoyed a drumming workshop in
the Schoolroom led by Scout Phoenix with the help of two of her samba-drum-playing
friends. We had great fun playing djembe and other drums with the addition of seasoning/spice in the form of percussion instruments, some of which we had never seen the
likes of before. There were lots of smiles and Scout’s energy as she conducted her motley
band of mainly first time drummers was infectious. Yes, let’s do this regularly we agreed.
So, I am pleased to report that starting in January we will be having a monthly drumming circle. It will be open to anyone and we will be advertising it in Kendal and encouraging people to join us as drumming is one of those activities that has been shown to be
good for health and wellbeing. It is a good way of making new friends too.
The sessions will (where possible) be on the first Saturday in every month. We will gather
ready for a 2:00pm start and finish by 3:30pm. The cost is likely to be £3.00 per session. If
you have your own drum or can borrow one to bring that would be great but it certainly
isn’t essential. If you are interested and aren’t on the drumming circle mailing list already
please let me know.
The first date for your diary is Saturday 4th January.
Rev Mandy

cont from page 13… office holders are - if they cannot remember who is on the Committee and/or who is a Trustee and so forth. But we thought it would also be a good thing
to keep a photo album in the vestry so that if you have been coming for long enough to
find it rather embarrassing to have to ask who x or y is you can have a quick peek inside.
There is no obligation to take part in this but if you would like to - whether you have been
coming for decades or have just decided that you want to attend fairly regularly - please
put a photo of yourself that you like in an envelope with your first name and surname on
it, give it to me, and we will make up a photo album early in the New Year.
Rev Mandy
WHO AM I?
Here are ten things I am in small measure both guilty and proud about.
1 Christmas present was a baby sister - I wanted a bike.
2 Asked a friend to break my right arm - it was exams the next day.
3 Disliked the neighbours floribundas - de-rosed it on our side of garden.
4 Made a go-cart - just a box on wheels.
5 Exhibition gymnast at school.
6 Reluctant Head Prefect.
7 Had a decent nose bleed first day at work.
8 Done a parachute jump.
9 Was held up at gunpoint in Turkey.
10 Family tree goes back to Billy the Conqueror.
Last month’s Who Am I? was Fran
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The Christmas Tree Festival.
I found out more about this festival on Thursday, when I attended the meeting for volunteers at the Parish Church, and would like to encourage you to go to it. It really did feel
like a positive, community event.
Forty charities are each represented by a tree, some local and some global. Our tree
will raise money for The Smile Train. When you find the Unitarian tree, look for the
'flaming chalice' bunting!
Each organisation pays ‘up front’ for the tree, which is erected, with lights on, for us.
After that, every penny raised goes straight to the forty charities. This includes money
from: adult entrance fees, the cafe in the church and the ‘tokens’ put in the bucket next to
every tree. Tokens are bought as you go in; each token costs 10 pence, and you choose
which tree you like by putting a token in their bucket. Beyond the initial cost of the tree,
the Parish Church takes no money. All cakes, mince pies, biscuits, drinks, are donated.
Those taking part are asked to cover one volunteering slot of 90 minutes, otherwise
members of the parish church take responsibility for the organisation.
As you can imagine, this event is great fun for adults and children alike. I certainly plan
to take my family. You can also vote for your favourite tree. I feel positive about this festival for several reasons; here are the main ones: I love Christmas trees! I find out about
lots of charitable organisations active in the area, including the Unitarians. I meet lots of
folk that I normally wouldn’t come across.
As a Unitarian, I am reminded that the Church of England, where I was brought up, is
not where I want to be now, but it is good to think ecumenically. I love the fact that, even
in one of the mainstream and most traditional places of Christianity in Kendal, both the
Christian traditions and the pagan/secular traditions are housed together in one place for
a few weeks.
Jan S
Christmas Card Appeal 2019
If you would like to take part in our Christmas card exchange please give a donation for
a Christmas gift tag and write on your name and greeting. The tags would then be displayed in the schoolroom. You may wish to do this in lieu of sending Chapel friends a
Christmas card; others may just wish to make a donation in support of the Appeal.
Our chosen charity is New Beginnings (Safe Homes for Children) which is a Kendalbased charity that provides a foster home to help homeless children in Ukraine and a
safe hostel for girls in Malawi, to enable the girls to have education.
The Christmas card tags will be available from Rev Mandy after the Gift Service on 1st
December or after the service on 8th or 15th December. Simply put your donation in
an envelope, marked 'New Beginnings Christmas Cards' and give the envelope to
Mandy in exchange for a tag.
Ann W
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Smart Meters
I was partly listening to and party watching (working at same time) to the 5G
Extinction Event vid (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ol3tAxnNccY) and
looked up as I heard a chap talking about the effect of smart meters on blood
cells. He was showing moving images of close-ups of cell activity from 3 people.
Stand near a smart meter and immediately blood cells begin to clump,
change shape, the membrane deteriorates, cells mutate and stack up and so
cannot deliver oxygen to the tissues effectively. That’s within seconds of being
near a smart meter – distance of a foot. Good news is that blood can return to
normal if the person is removed from proximity to smart meters. However,
what has to be taken into account is not just the smart meter in your home,
but the cumulative effect of smart meters in houses and flats all around you. It
is about 28.50 minutes into the vid if you want to look at it. He also showed
that the pulsed, non-stop RF microwave radiation from a FitBit maxed out the
Acoustimeter. NOT something to wear! Time to stand up and say ’No’.
Fran
One to Watch: The City of Nuns Under Threat
Satellite images obtained by Free Tibet reveal the shocking scale of demolitions that
have occurred in Yarchen Gar - one of the largest sites in Tibetan Buddhism. Yarchen
Gar was founded in 1985 and has since become home to an estimated 10,000 people.
The Chinese government has forcibly evicted thousands from the site, and offered little in
terms of compensation. Find out more at freetibet.org or go to YouTube and key in the
title above.
Inter Faith Network of UK posted Kendal on the IF Week Facebook and Twitter. Great to
have national recognition. https://www.facebook.com/ifweek/posts/3204073652952661
and https://twitter.com/IFWeek/status/1197879733477945345
Jacquetta
It is good to see the mentions about the Interfaith Week and the Unitarian’ s participation that appeared in the Westmorland Gazette – well done all of you.
Ann W.
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DECEMBER AT A GLANCE
Sun

1

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Mon
Tues
Wed

9
10
11

Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Mon
Tues
Wed

23
24
25

Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

26
27
28
29

Mon
Tues

30
31

SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by Helen Jones

The Gift of Love.
Annual Gift Service for the Charity 'Send a Child to Hucklow'
Communion Service led by Rev Griff Jones
John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning
Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by Rev Mandy Reynolds

Watching and Waiting in Advent’

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
RIVERSIDERS CAROL CONCERT. 6:15 pm
Coffee morning
Kumen 2:00
Talk: Creating the Lost Words Garden at Gosling Syke.
Coffee morning
CAROL SERVICE 11.00 am Led by Rev Griff Jones
John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Women’s League 2:00
Coffee morning
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by Rev Mandy Reynolds

Celebrating the Winter Solstice

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
CHRISTMAS DAY SERVICE 10.30 am
Led by Rev Mandy Reynolds
NO OPEN HOUSE
SERVICE 11.00 am

Seasonal Shared Worship

Over Until Next Year: How Was Your Christmas?
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December Coffee Morning Rota
DATE

COFFEE / COUNTER WASH UP
TEA PREP

DRYING /
PUTTING
AWAY

Wed 4

Ron

Rosie

David B

?

Fred

Gaynor

Roger

Malcolm

Wed 18

Katie

Phil

Ann K

?

Sat 21

Debbie

Pat

Malcolm

Phil

Sat 7
Wed 11
Sat 14

Thank you to everyone
on the rota. New
volunteers are always
welcome; it is a good
way to get to know
your fellow Unitarians
better. If you can help
with any of the vacant
slots, please contact
Debbie on 07946
763948 or email

dmayes454@btinteret.com

Wed 25
Sat 28

Any views expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and do not
necessarily express the views of the editor, committee or trustees.

The Fellowship is available as a pdf file. If you would like to receive it in this format,
rather than as hard copy, please let Fran know: booksbyfran@btinternet.com

Deadline for next issue: 15 DEC.

1
8
15
22
25
29

Susan
Rosie
Sally
Rob
Jan S
Jo

December Flower
Arrangers
1
8
15
22
25
29

Sally
Sally
Annette
Marilyn
Xmas flowers
Xmas flowers

Answers: 1. Buzzard / 2. Wren / 3. Starling / 4. Kestrel / 5.
Goldcrest / 6. Mistle thrush / 7. Male cuckoo / 8. Jay / 9.
Sparrowhawk / 10. Male bullfinch / 11. Male chaffinch / 12.
Dunnock or Hedge Sparrow.

December
Chalice Lighters

If possible when supplying newsletter copy by
email please observe the following:
1. Please supply as a Word doc, a Publisher
doc, or simple text in the body of the email.
Do NOT send as a pdf; that makes me more
work!
2. Please use Tahoma font, size 10.
3. Do NOT justify text
4. Please label photographs. Leaving just the
image numbers on is not helpful. Please
ATTACH photos; do not embed them in the
body of the email.
Thanks. Fran.
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MINISTER: Rev Amanda Reynolds
Spiritual matters, pastoral care and weddings, baptisms and funerals.
Mobile: 07545 375721 / amandareynolds1@me.com
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Left: Two Sri Lankan Buddhist Monks .

Right: Venerable Pidiville Piyatissa
and Kendal Mayor.
Centre: 90-year-old retired Roman Catholic Priest Monsignor Francis Slattery
and Jacquetta Gomes during Interfaith week. See Reports: page 6.

Scout instructing the drumming group.

Those elves are at it again —
doing their good deeds. 

REMEMBRANCE DAY NOVEMBER 11TH 2019

Rev Griff and
Sally Jones laying
the Chapel wreath
in Kendal. 
 Rev Celia
Cartwright at the
London Cenotaph
service.

Rare photo of World War I soldiers paying
tribute to 8 million horses, mules, and donkeys
lost in World War I. 

